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62 SALE AGREEMENTS THAT ARE EXPECTED TO BE EXECUTED 

THROUGH THE INDIAN COURT IN A SPECIAL COURT PROCEEDING 
AFTER USPTO ELIMINATES THEIR FRAUD IN THE CAPACITY OF ISA TO 

PCT INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION PCT/US2014/046619 

  

SALE AGREEMENTS ARE RELATED TO THE FOLLOWING INVENTION AND 

ITS IP RIGHTS. IP RIGHTS ARE TERRITORIAL IN NATURE.  

 

Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor, an Indian citizen.  

Inventor to: 

 Patent No. US 8,910,998, with grant date 16-12-2014.  

Recognized worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619, filed on 15-07-2014.  

Invention: ‘Systems and methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel 

of a vehicle surface’.  

Observe: that there is a mention of Austin, TX (US) against my name in 
the patent US 8,910,998. It was referring to a (rented) correspondence 

address I had used for PTO communications. It must not be 
misinterpreted; I am and will remain an Indian citizen.  

  

 

 

62 SALE AGREEMENTS DESCRIBED IN DETAIL 

 

My communications with the President of European Commission Mrs. Ursula Von der 

Leyen, her executive team resulted in their response of a decisive ‘No’ – EC cannot execute 

a single sale agreement to receive rights to my invention US 8,910,998 on behalf of 27 EC 

member countries. Hence the previously structured single European Commission sale 

agreement has been broken into 27 separate agreements one by each country. This has 

resulted in me defining 62 sale agreements in all one by each country where I have filed 

applications for IP rights protection.  

 

 

This document details all the 62 sale agreements / 62 deals for a full total value of 93 

Trillion Earthlings / $. After the full analysis of the Automotive industry the final sale price 

numbers by each country national stage app / regional stage applications are listed in the 

table here, sorted in descending order.  
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COUNTRY 

Valuation (sale 

price) T – Trillion. 

Sorted descending. 

  

Europe (38 Countries) 30.5 T 

USA – Priority / Original application 22.5 T 

Japan 12 T 

Korea 7.5 T 

China 7.5 T 

Canada 3 T 

India 2.25 T 

Australia 2 T 

Brazil 1.5 T 

Mexico 1.5 T 

Eurasia (8 countries) 0.55 T 

South Africa 0.45 T 

New Zealand 0.4 T 

Philippines 0.3 T 

Malaysia 0.3 T 

Indonesia 0.3 T 

Thailand 0.3 T 

Nigeria 0.15 T 

  

Total value of invention global IP 

rights (as conservative sale price) 

93 Trillion 

Earthlings / $ 
 

 

The 38 countries that are covered by the EPO Europe application are: Albania, Austria, 

Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czechia, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, 

Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, 

Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, San 

Marino, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, former Yugoslav 

Republic of Macedonia, Turkey, and United Kingdom.  

 

The 8 countries that are covered by EAPO Eurasian application are: Russian Federation, 

Kazakhstan, Belarus, Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan, Armenia, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan.  

 

 

Details of the 62 sale agreements 

1. The 62 sale agreements will be executed as one two-party sale agreement, Inventor (ME) 

- USA sale agreement, and the other 61 sale agreements / deals will be executed after 

‘Project Earthling©’ goes live and GEC-Global Earthling Council has been formed, as 61 

Tri-party sale agreements / deals. The Inventor (ME) - USA sale agreement will be 

executed as a two-party deal and will be paid in $ currency. This will be executed after 

USPTO eliminates their fraud and for the value of 22.5 Trillion in $. I explain a Tri-Party 

sale agreement / deal in the context of this appeal / lawsuit. A Tri-Party sale agreement / 
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deal is a deal in which GEC-Global Earthling Council is one of the parties in the 

contract/agreement as ‘Payor’ and would pay the value for the sale deal in Earthlings 

currency. In each sale agreement I will be assigning IP rights to the respective country by 

getting the payment from GEC, in the printed currency of Earthlings. 

a. Each Tri-Party agreement will involve the following three parties.  

i. Seller – Which would be me, the Inventor to technology patent US 

8,910,998. Property being sold would be the ‘Intellectual Property rights’ 

to my invention US 8,910,998 (recognized worldwide by PCT international 

application PCT/US2014/046619), along with 100-year worth downstream 

businesses for the respective country or territory.  

ii. Payor – Which would be ‘Global Earthling Council – GEC’. GEC would 

print the required amount of currency in Earthlings for each sale agreement.  

iii. Recipient of IP rights – Which would be the receiving country, which will 

receive the IP rights sold by me for that country / territory.  

2. The full liability payment of 93 Trillion will happen in the form of the following list of 62 

sale agreements / deals. 61 sale agreements / deals will be executed as tri-party deals. A 

tri-party sale agreement is signed by three parties Seller – Payor – Recipient of IP 

rights. To execute these sale agreements / deals, ideally the Premier of the country, or 

alternately the designated signatory of the country, or a United Nations Delegate with such 

authority must execute the sale contract/agreement. Here are the details of the 62 sale 

agreements / deals:  

 

a. USA two-party patent US 8,910,998 sale agreement: 

This is the only expected two-party deal executed in $ currency.  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Hirshfeld agreement.  

Value of the deal: 22,500,000,000,000 $.  

Sale deal is executed in: $ currency (USD).  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’.  

Property being sold: Patent US 8,910,998 and continuation application 14/535,867; 

including all rights to 100-year downstream businesses that emerge from my 

invention, for USA territory. 

Recipient of IP rights and buyer: USA, represented by Mr. Drew Hirshfeld, Director 

of USPTO, or represented by President of USA, Mr. Joe Biden or his designated 

signatory or their UN delegate. No third-party payor in this sale agreement. It is a 

sale agreement between the seller and buyer.  

 

b. Germany tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Angela agreement.  

Value of the deal: 15,000,000,000,000 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  
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Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Germany; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Germany territory.  

Recipient of IP rights: Germany, represented by Chancellor, Mrs. Angela Merkel 

or her designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

c. Japan tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Yoshihide agreement.  

Value of the deal: 12,000,000,000,000 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: Japan national stage patent (JPO) application number 

100099759 (2017502572); either the restored application or patent grant IP rights; 

including all rights to 100-year downstream businesses that emerge from my 

invention, for Japan territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: Japan, represented by Prime Minister of Japan, Mr. 

Yoshihide Suga or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings.  

 

d. South Korea tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Moon agreement.  

Value of the deal: 7,500,000,000,000 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: South Korea national stage patent (KIPO) application number 

10-2016-7026408; either the restored application or patent grant IP rights; 

including all rights to 100-year downstream businesses that emerge from my 

invention, for South Korea territory. 
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Recipient of IP rights: South Korea, represented by President of South Korea, Mr. 

Moon Jae-In or Prime Minister Mr. Chung Sye-kyun or their designated signatory 

or UN delegate.   

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

e. China tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Xi agreement.  

Value of the deal: 7,500,000,000,000 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: China national stage patent (CNIPA) application number 

201480079105.9; either the restored application or patent grant IP rights; including 

all rights to 100-year downstream businesses that emerge from my invention, for 

China territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: China, represented by President of China, Mr. Xi Jinping or 

his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

f. United Kingdom tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Boris agreement.  

Value of the deal: 3,000,000,000,000 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for United Kingdom; including all rights to 100-year 

downstream businesses that emerge from my invention, for United Kingdom 

territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: United Kingdom, represented by Prime Minister of UK, Mr. 

Boris Johnson or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

g. Canada tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Justin agreement.  

Value of the deal: 3,000,000,000,000 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  
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Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: Canada national stage patent (CIPO) application number 

2,944,200; either the restored application or patent grant IP rights; including all 

rights to 100-year downstream businesses that emerge from my invention, for 

Canada territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: Canada, represented by Prime Minister of Canada, Mr. Justin 

Trudeau or his designated signatory or UN delegate.   

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

h. France tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Emmanuel agreement.  

Value of the deal: 2,487,154,891,124 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for France; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for France territory.  

Recipient of IP rights: France, represented by President of France, Mr. Emmanuel 

Macron or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

i. India tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas – Third Millennium Deal or Srinivas - Narendra 

agreement.  

Value of the deal: 2,250,000,000,000 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: India national stage patent application number 

6623/CHE/2014; either the restored application or patent grant IP rights; including 

all rights to 100-year downstream businesses that emerge from my invention, for 

India territory. 
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Recipient of IP rights: Private company in India or India, represented by Prime 

Minister, Mr. Narendra Modi or his designated signatory or UN delegate. The 

recipient is likely to be a private company, as the Indian government would not be 

interested in running businesses, given my executed and legalized Living Will, 

along with the ‘wealth distribution within India’, information pertaining to which 

is accessible at my website Srinivasdevathi.com.   

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

j. Australia tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Scott agreement.  

Value of the deal: 2,000,000,000,000 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: Australia national stage patent application number 

2014388300; either the restored application or patent grant IP rights; including all 

rights to 100-year downstream businesses that emerge from my invention, for 

Australia territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: Australia, represented by Prime Minister of Australia, Mr. 

Scott Morrison or Governor-General Mr. David Hurley or their designated 

signatory or UN delegate.   

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

k. Italy tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Giuseppe agreement.  

Value of the deal: 1,857,083,890,216 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Italy; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Italy territory.  

Recipient of IP rights: Italy, represented by Prime Minister of Italy, Mr. Giuseppe 

Conte or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings.  
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l. Brazil tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Jair agreement.  

Value of the deal: 1,500,000,000,000 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: Brazil national stage patent application number BR 11 2016 

022393 4; either the restored application or patent grant IP rights; including all 

rights to 100-year downstream businesses that emerge from my invention, for 

Brazil territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: Brazil, represented by President of Brazil, Mr. Jair Bolsonaro 

or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

m. Mexico tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Andres agreement.  

Value of the deal: 1,500,000,000,000 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: Mexico national stage patent application number 

MX/A/2016/012570; either the restored application or patent grant IP rights; 

including all rights to 100-year downstream businesses that emerge from my 

invention, for Mexico territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: Mexico, represented by President of Mexico, Mr. Andres 

Manuel Lopez Obrador or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

n. Spain tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Pedro agreement.  

Value of the deal: 1,277,086,678,302 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 
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IP rights applicable for Spain; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Spain territory.  

Recipient of IP rights: Spain, represented by Prime Minister of Spain, Mr. Pedro 

Sanchez or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

o. Netherlands tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Mark agreement.  

Value of the deal: 818,138,732,190 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Netherlands; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Netherlands territory.  

Recipient of IP rights: Netherlands, represented by Prime Minister of Netherlands, 

Mr. Mark Rutte or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

p. Turkey tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Recep agreement.  

Value of the deal: 686,373,568,088 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Turkey; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Turkey territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: Turkey, represented by President of Turkey, Mr. Recep 

Tayyip Erdogan or his designated signatory or UN delegate.   

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

q. Switzerland tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Walter agreement.  

Value of the deal: 631,743,709,024 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  
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Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Switzerland; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Switzerland territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: Switzerland, represented by Federal Chancellor of 

Switzerland, Mr. Walter Thurnherr or Federal Council (President) Mr. Guy 

Parmelin or their designated signatory or UN delegate.   

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

r. Poland tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Mateusz agreement.  

Value of the deal: 524,541,744,240 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Poland; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Poland territory.  

Recipient of IP rights: Poland, represented by Prime Minister of Poland, Mr. 

Mateusz Morawiecki or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

s. Sweden tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Stefan agreement.  

Value of the deal: 493,423,821,470 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Sweden; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Sweden territory.  
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Recipient of IP rights: Sweden, represented by Prime Minister of Sweden, Mr. 

Stefan Lofven or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

t. Belgium tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Alexander agreement.  

Value of the deal: 476,172,899,707 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Belgium; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Belgium territory.  

Recipient of IP rights: Belgium, represented by Prime Minister of Belgium, Mr. 

Alexander De Croo or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

u. Russian Federation tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Vladimir agreement.  

Value of the deal: 455,029,682,966 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EAPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 201691898; either the restored application or patent grant IP rights 

applicable for Russian Federation; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Russian Federation territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: Russian Federation, represented by President of Russian 

Federation, Mr. Vladimir Putin or his designated signatory or UN delegate.   

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

v. South Africa tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Cyril agreement.  

Value of the deal: 450,000,000,000 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 
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the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: South Africa national stage patent application number 

2016/07380; either the restored application or patent grant IP rights; including all 

rights to 100-year downstream businesses that emerge from my invention, for South 

Africa territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: South Africa, represented by President of South Africa, Mr. 

Cyril Ramaphosa or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

  

w. Austria tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Sebastian agreement.  

Value of the deal: 408,091,530,302 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Austria; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Austria territory.  

Recipient of IP rights: Austria, represented by Chancellor of Austria, Mr. Sebastian 

Kurz or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

x. New Zealand tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Jacinda agreement.  

Value of the deal: 400,000,000,000 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: New Zealand national stage patent application number 

725679; either the restored application or patent grant IP rights; including all rights 

to 100-year downstream businesses that emerge from my invention, for New 

Zealand territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: New Zealand, represented by Prime Minister of New 

Zealand, Mrs. Jacinda Ardern or Governor-General Mrs. Patsy Reddy or their 

designated signatory or UN delegate.   

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings.  
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y. Norway tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Erna agreement.  

Value of the deal: 389,299,532,165 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Norway; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Norway territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: Norway, represented by Prime Minister of Norway, Mrs. 

Erna Solberg, or President of Storting Mrs. Tone W Troen or their designated 

signatory or UN delegate.   

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

z. Ireland tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Micheal agreement.  

Value of the deal: 342,499,523,081 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Ireland; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Ireland territory.  

Recipient of IP rights: Ireland, represented by Taoiseach and Prime Minister of 

Ireland, Mr. Micheal Martin or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

aa. Denmark tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Mette agreement.  

Value of the deal: 315,251,752,601 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  
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Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Denmark; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Denmark territory.  

Recipient of IP rights: Denmark, represented by Prime Minister of Denmark, Mr. 

Mette Frederiksen or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

bb. Philippines tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Rodrigo agreement.  

Value of the deal: 300,000,000,000 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: Philippines national stage patent application number 

PH/1/2016/5022134; either the restored application or patent grant IP rights; 

including all rights to 100-year downstream businesses that emerge from my 

invention, for Philippines territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: Philippines, represented by President of Philippines, Mr. 

Rodrigo Duterte or his designated signatory or UN delegate.   

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

cc. Malaysia tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Muhyiddin agreement.  

Value of the deal: 300,000,000,000 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: Malaysia national stage patent application number PL 

2016703531; either the restored application or patent grant IP rights; including all 

rights to 100-year downstream businesses that emerge from my invention, for 

Malaysia territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: Malaysia, represented by Prime Minister of Malaysia, Mr. 

Muhyiddin Yassin or his designated signatory or UN delegate.   

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

dd. Indonesia tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Joko agreement.  
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Value of the deal: 300,000,000,000 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: Indonesia national stage patent application number 

P00201607230; either the restored application or patent grant IP rights; including 

all rights to 100-year downstream businesses that emerge from my invention, for 

Indonesia territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: Indonesia, represented by President of Indonesia, Mr. Joko 

Widodo or his designated signatory or UN delegate.   

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

ee. Thailand tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Prayut agreement.  

Value of the deal: 300,000,000,000 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: Thailand national stage patent application number 

1601005662; either the restored application or patent grant IP rights; including all 

rights to 100-year downstream businesses that emerge from my invention, for 

Thailand territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: Thailand, represented by Prime Minister of Thailand, Mr. 

Prayut Chan-o-Cha or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

  

ff. Finland tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Sanna agreement.  

Value of the deal: 245,319,479,728 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Finland; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Finland territory.  
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Recipient of IP rights: Finland, represented by Prime Minister of Finland, Mrs. 

Sanna Marin or her designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

gg. Czechia tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas – Andrej Babis agreement.  

Value of the deal: 219,588,608,363 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Czechia; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Czechia territory.  

Recipient of IP rights: Czechia, represented by Prime Minister of Czechia, Mr. 

Andrej Babis or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

hh. Romania tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Florin agreement.  

Value of the deal: 214,508,697,688 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Romania; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Romania territory.  

Recipient of IP rights: Romania, represented by Prime Minister of Romania, Mr. 

Florin Citu or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

ii. Portugal tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Antonio agreement.  

Value of the deal: 213,099,253,055 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 
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the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Portugal; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Portugal territory.  

Recipient of IP rights: Portugal, represented by Prime Minister of Portugal, Mr. 

Antonio Costa or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

jj. Greece tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Kyriakos agreement.  

Value of the deal: 195,237,631,649 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Greece; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Greece territory.  

Recipient of IP rights: Greece, represented by Prime Minister of Greece, Mr. 

Kyriakos Mitsotakis or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

kk. Nigeria tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Muhammadu agreement.  

Value of the deal: 150,000,000,000 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: Nigeria patent number F/P/2016/328; patent grant IP rights; 

including all rights to 100-year downstream businesses that emerge from my 

invention, for Nigeria territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: Nigeria, represented by President of Nigeria, Mr. 

Muhammadu Buhari or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings.  
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ll. Hungary tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Viktor agreement.  

Value of the deal: 139,424,877,819 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Hungary; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Hungary territory.  

Recipient of IP rights: Hungary, represented by Prime Minister of Hungary, Mr. 

Viktor Orban or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

mm. Slovakia tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Igor agreement.  

Value of the deal: 95,340,780,789 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Slovakia; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Slovakia territory.  

Recipient of IP rights: Slovakia, represented by Prime Minister of Slovakia, Mr. 

Igor Matovic or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

nn. Luxembourg tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Xavier agreement.  

Value of the deal: 62,223,309,184 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 
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IP rights applicable for Luxembourg; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Luxembourg territory.  

Recipient of IP rights: Luxembourg, represented by Prime Minister of 

Luxembourg, Mr. Xavier Bettel or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

oo. Bulgaria tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Boyko agreement.  

Value of the deal: 58,323,606,912 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Bulgaria; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Bulgaria territory.  

Recipient of IP rights: Bulgaria, represented by Prime Minister of Bulgaria, Mr. 

Boyko Borisov or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

pp. Croatia tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Andrej Plenkovic agreement.  

Value of the deal: 54,448,977,352 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Croatia; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Croatia territory.  

Recipient of IP rights: Croatia, represented by Prime Minister of Croatia, Mr. 

Andrej Plenkovic or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

qq. Slovenia tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Janez agreement.  

Value of the deal: 48,564,948,964 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  
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Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Slovenia; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Slovenia territory.  

Recipient of IP rights: Slovenia, represented by Prime Minister of Slovenia, Mr. 

Janez Jansa or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

rr. Lithuania tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Ingrida agreement.  

Value of the deal: 47,683,822,205 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Lithuania; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Lithuania territory.  

Recipient of IP rights: Lithuania, represented by Prime Minister of Lithuania, Mrs. 

Ingrida Simonyte or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

ss. Kazakhstan tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Askar agreement.  

Value of the deal: 46,816,156,278 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EAPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 201691898; either the restored application or patent grant IP rights 

applicable for Kazakhstan; including all rights to 100-year downstream businesses 

that emerge from my invention, for Kazakhstan territory.  
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Recipient of IP rights: Kazakhstan, represented by Prime Minister of Kazakhstan, 

Mr. Askar Mamin or President Mr. Kassym-Jomart Tokayev or their designated 

signatory or UN delegate.   

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

tt. Serbia tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Ana agreement.  

Value of the deal: 45,227,591,818 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Serbia; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Serbia territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: Serbia, represented by Prime Minister of Serbia, Mrs. Ana 

Brnabic or President Mr. Aleksandar Vucic or their designated signatory or UN 

delegate.   

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

uu. Latvia tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Krisjanis agreement.  

Value of the deal: 31,205,677,264 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Latvia; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Latvia territory.  

Recipient of IP rights: Latvia, represented by Prime Minister of Latvia, Mr. 

Krisjanis Karins or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

vv. Estonia tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Kaja agreement.  

Value of the deal: 27,118,825,101 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  
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Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Estonia; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Estonia territory.  

Recipient of IP rights: Estonia, represented by Prime Minister of Estonia, Mrs. Kaja 

Kallas or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

ww. Iceland tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Katrin agreement.  

Value of the deal: 23,176,141,036 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Iceland; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Iceland territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: Iceland, represented by Prime Minister of Iceland, Mrs. 

Katrin Jakobsdottir or President Mr. Guoni Th. Johannesson or their designated 

signatory or UN delegate.   

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

xx. Cyprus tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Nicos agreement.  

Value of the deal: 21,911,759,955 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Cyprus; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Cyprus territory.  
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Recipient of IP rights: Cyprus, represented by President of Cyprus, Mr. Nicos 

Anastasiades or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

yy. Belarus tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Roman agreement.  

Value of the deal: 16,378,613,291 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EAPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 201691898; either the restored application or patent grant IP rights 

applicable for Belarus; including all rights to 100-year downstream businesses that 

emerge from my invention, for Belarus territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: Belarus, represented by President of Belarus, Mr. Roman 

Golovchenko or his designated signatory or UN delegate.   

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

zz. Albania tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Edi agreement.  

Value of the deal: 13,484,642,140 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Albania; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Albania territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: Albania, represented by Prime Minister of Albania, Mr. Edi 

Rama or President Mr. Ilir Meta or their designated signatory or UN delegate.   

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

aaa. Malta tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement:  

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Robert agreement.  

Value of the deal: 13,021,692,410 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 
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the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Malta; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Malta territory.  

Recipient of IP rights: Malta, represented by Prime Minister of Malta, Mr. Robert 

Abela or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

bbb. Azerbaijan tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Ali agreement.  

Value of the deal: 12,885,910,998 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EAPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 201691898; either the restored application or patent grant IP rights 

applicable for Azerbaijan; including all rights to 100-year downstream businesses 

that emerge from my invention, for Azerbaijan territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: Azerbaijan, represented by Prime Minister of Azerbaijan, 

Mr. Ali Asadov or President Mr. Ilham Aliyev or their designated signatory or UN 

delegate.   

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

ccc. North Macedonia tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale 

agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas – Zoran agreement.  

Value of the deal: 11,347,193,386 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for North Macedonia; including all rights to 100-year 

downstream businesses that emerge from my invention, for North Macedonia 

territory. 
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Recipient of IP rights: North Macedonia, represented by Prime Minister of North 

Macedonia, Mr. Zoran Zaev or President Mr. Stevo Pendarovski or their designated 

signatory or UN delegate.   

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

ddd. Turkmenistan tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Gurbanguly agreement.  

Value of the deal: 11,189,659,527 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EAPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 201691898; either the restored application or patent grant IP rights 

applicable for Turkmenistan; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Turkmenistan territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: Turkmenistan, represented by President of Turkmenistan, 

Mr. Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedow or his designated signatory or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

  

eee. Monaco tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Pierre agreement.  

Value of the deal: 5,730,905,750 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Monaco; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Monaco territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: Monaco, represented by Minister of State of Monaco, Mr. 

Pierre Dartout or his designated signatory or UN delegate.   

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

fff. Liechtenstein tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Adrian agreement.  

Value of the deal: 5,636,883,078 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  
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Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for Liechtenstein; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for Liechtenstein territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: Liechtenstein, represented by Prime Minister of 

Liechtenstein, Mr. Adrian Hasler or his designated signatory or UN delegate.   

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

ggg. Armenia tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Nikol agreement.  

Value of the deal: 3,413,091,850 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EAPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 201691898; either the restored application or patent grant IP rights 

applicable for Armenia; including all rights to 100-year downstream businesses that 

emerge from my invention, for Armenia territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: Armenia, represented by Prime Minister of Armenia, Mr. 

Nikol Pashinyan or President Mr. Armen Sarkissian or their designated signatory 

or UN delegate.   

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

hhh. Kyrgyzstan tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Ulukbek agreement.  

Value of the deal: 2,221,680,394 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EAPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 201691898; either the restored application or patent grant IP rights 

applicable for Kyrgyzstan; including all rights to 100-year downstream businesses 

that emerge from my invention, for Kyrgyzstan territory. 
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Recipient of IP rights: Kyrgyzstan, represented by Prime Minister of Kyrgyzstan, 

Mr. Ulukbek Maripov or President Mr. Sadyr Japarov or their designated signatory 

or UN delegate.   

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

iii. Tajikistan tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Kokhir agreement.  

Value of the deal: 2,065,204,696 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EAPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 201691898; either the restored application or patent grant IP rights 

applicable for Tajikistan; including all rights to 100-year downstream businesses 

that emerge from my invention, for Tajikistan territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: Tajikistan, represented by Prime Minister of Tajikistan, Mr. 

Kokhir Rasulzoda or President Mr. Emomali Rahmon or their designated signatory 

or UN delegate.  

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 

 

jjj. San Marino tri-party PCT/US2014/046619 IP rights sale agreement: 

Name of the deal: Srinivas - Alessandro agreement.  

Value of the deal: 1,512,421,846 Earthlings.  

Sale deal is executed in: Earthlings currency.  

Seller:  Inventor Srinivas S. Devathi, Inventor to patent US 8,910,998 ‘Systems and 

methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a vehicle surface’. Replica of 

the patent US 8,910,998 identified worldwide by PCT international application 

PCT/US2014/046619 filed on July 15, 2014.  

Property being sold: EPO regional application (national stage) patent application 

number 14886695.7 (2014886695); either the restored application or patent grant 

IP rights applicable for San Marino; including all rights to 100-year downstream 

businesses that emerge from my invention, for San Marino territory. 

Recipient of IP rights: San Marino, represented by Captains Regent of San Marino, 

Mr. Alessandro Cardelli, or Mr. Mirko Dolcini or their designated signatory or UN 

delegate.   

Payor: Global Earthling Council (GEC) that is responsible for printing Earthlings. 
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These 62 sale agreements detailed above total to the full value of global IP rights sale price of 93 

Trillion Earthlings. The execution of these sale agreements will ensure systematic distribution of 

the IP rights to my invention of US 8,910,998 (recognized worldwide by PCT international 

application PCT/US2014/046619) to all 62 countries where I have applied for IP rights protection 

via 17 national stage or regional stage patent applications. The execution of these agreements 

would put the decentralized world on track for economic growth, progress, and development to 

each of the 62 countries listed, who could in turn look to improve their exports and improve their 

own national treasury balance with GEC, if they want to do so. While the sale agreements are with 

only 62 off the 193 world countries, my invention US 8,910,998 will result in the downstream 

businesses being built in all 193 countries including those where I do not have IP rights. All the 

193 world countries will immensely benefit from my global macro-economic reform and global 

banking reform ‘Project Earthling©’, the first benefit of which is a world with true freedom and 

real independence to all countries, by ending economic or other forms of slavery. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bengaluru        Srinivas S. Devathi   

Date:  9-3-2021      Inventor & Author 

        Indian citizen 

 


